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BIEDERMEIER 19TH CENTURY TALL WALNUT MIRROR WITH CARVED
GILTWOOD FOLIAGE MOTIFS

$14,000
An Austrian Biedermeier period walnut tall pier mirror from the 19th century, with carved giltwood foliage, slender columns
and frieze of palmette motifs. This Austrian Biedermeier period walnut tall pier mirror from the 19th century is an exquisite

example of timeless elegance. Crafted with the utmost attention to detail, it stands as a testament to the artistry of the era. The
mirror features a stately walnut frame that exudes warmth and sophistication. Adorning the upper panel, you'll find the

mirror's crowning glory, carved giltwood foliage, which adds a touch of opulence to its overall design. The foliage dances along
the frame, drawing the eye and captivating with its fine craftsmanship. Flanking the mirror plate, slender columns rise

majestically, providing a sense of balance and grandeur. These columns are not merely structural elements; they contribute to
the mirror's aesthetic appeal, creating a harmonious composition. The cornice, adorned with gilded palmettes, exudes a regal

charm. These palmettes are an emblem of classical beauty and signify refinement. This Biedermeier pier mirror is more than a
reflective surface; it's a work of art that can transform any space it graces. Placed in a foyer, it welcomes guests with its timeless
allure. In a living room or bedroom, it adds depth, elegance, and a touch of history. Its walnut tones can complement a range of

interior styles, from traditional to eclectic. Whether hung above a console table, large fireplace, or as a standalone statement
piece, this mirror is sure to be the focal point of any room.

Height: 76 in (193.04 cm)

Width: 54 in (137.16 cm)

Depth: 6.5 in (16.51 cm)

SKU: A 4771
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